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Slow Government Formation: 

Emerge Violation of Law for Mandates of Chief State Major 
General, Vice, Chief State Major and Commander of 

Components 
 
This report makes analysis from legal aspects for the defense issue due to mandates 

of the Chief State Major General of the Army Forces (CEMGFA), Vice of CEMGFA, 

Chief State Major of the Army Forces (CEMFA) and commanders of components. 

Compare to the recent situation of the VII Constitutional Government, legal opinion 

including recommendations for the new government, IV legislative of the National 

Parliament particularly the President of the Republic for further considering. 

The Constitution of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste (RDTL) article 74 no 2 

defines the President of the Republic is the Supreme Commander of the army force, 

therefore, the nomination for mandates of the F-FDTL particularly for the chief state 

major general, vice, chief state major general of the army forces is the competence 

of the President of the Republic according to point m) of the article 86 of the RDTL 

constitution.  

This issue became a strong debate in the early of 2016 between the President of the 

Republic, Taur Matan Ruak and the government regarding to the nomination and 

exoneration mandates of the CEMGFA, vice of CEMGFA and CEMFA. The issue 

was strongly debated at the time, yet finally made renovation for the mandate of the 

CEMGFA-major general Lere Anan Timur, renewal with 2 years deadline which was 

active from October 6th 2015. Renewal as well for the mandate of vice-CEMGFA-

brigadier general Filomeno da Paixão de Jesus for 2 years which was started from 

October 6th 2015; then renewal as well mandate of the CEMFA-Colonel Falur Rate 

Laek for one year which was started from October 6th 2016.  

Signify the mandates of CEMGFA, vice of CEMGFA, the CEMFA and commander of 

components will end on October 6th 2017. However, there is no any sings over the 

new nomination for those mentioned mandates, and the mandate of the CEMGFA 

and vice of the CEMGFA will not make renewal because they have assumed 

mandates for 2 periods consecutively since 2011 and had renovation in 2011 

(president decree of 2016) beyond the age including mandate of the CEMFA that 

ended in 2015 for the two periods and re-conduct in 2016, and according to the 

presidential decree law of 2016 limited is only one year.  

At the same time, the VII constitutional government has not been sworn in and the 

actual government or the management government has no constitutional authority to 

make decision for the issue. Furthermore, the superior council of defense and 



security as a consultation organ of the President of the Republic for defense and 

security issues do not working yet. Even according to the organic law of Superior 

Council Defense and Security that the council regular meeting should be taking place 

every three months. Ironically, two members that selected by the President of the 

Republic do not continue for studying. So, the superior council of defense and 

security is an organ led by the President of the Republic to consult for the nomination 

and exoneration of CEMGFA, vice of CEMGFA and commander of components.  

This is possible would violate more laws because the new government has not been  

sworn yet and will not make decision as soon as possible and to consult them at the 

superior council of military defense and further presenting to the council minister for 

approving , finally the President of the Republic nominating.  

 

Recommendations   

 

1. All government institutions, F-FDTL and the President of the Republic to 

consider this essential issue, due to their mandates which is going to end on 

October 2017. 

 

2. New ministry of defense to start consulting and audition with the superior 

council of the military defense (F-FDTL) to anticipate process, as well as 

mandates for chief state major, colonel Falur Rate Laek and commander of 

components which will end on October 6th 2017. 

 
3. New ministry of defense needs to know legal base over the extension of 

mandates for CEMGFA and vice of CEMGFA because nomination and 

extension for their mandate, the President of the Republic nominates based on 

the decree law (EMFAR) anterior with one year because of age. 
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